VERTICAL SORTING TABLE TOP CONVEYOR

NO: 508

THE APPLICATION: Diverting Packaged Food in a Packaging Process

THE PRODUCT: Stainless Steel Washdown Modular Table Top Conveyor with Pneumatic Pivoting Device

THE INDUSTRY: Food Processing

THE NEED: A cheese manufacturer wanted to vertically feed two different packaging operations with one conveyor. Washdown specifications were desired due to the sanitary specifications in this part of the packaging process.

THE SOLUTION: Omni Metalcraft Corp. provided a Stainless Steel Washdown Duty Modular Table Top Conveyor that was capable of pivoting vertically using pneumatics. The conveyor pivots to service two levels, diverting products to two separate areas of the facility providing the flexibility desired easily and efficiently.

- Pneumatic pivot device
- Washdown drive
- 882 LF Tab Side Flexing Chain
- Adjustable side guides
- Stainless washdown construction